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TABLES

INTRODUCTION
The rapid flow of gas from one pressurized vessel to another, the associated pressure changes, and in particular transfer of mass is at the heart of the GTS mission. Since the mid 1970's, there has been effort directed at modeling the compressible flow in vessels and tubes in order to improve system design as well as for other analytical purposes associated with GTS surveillance observations and QMU assessment.
The nature of these rapid transfers is such that the conditions over the time period of the transfer event are neither adiabatic nor isothermal. As a result, compressible flow models of these events need to account for heat transfer between the pressure vessel and the gas. Inaccurate modeling of heat transfer will effect predictions for the net mass transferred as a function of time.
This particular fluid flow and heat transfer topic dates back over 250 years. The history and literature is well documented by Johnston [1] and is discussed extensively in Part II of this report. In Johnston's work, Transient PVT (TPVT) measurements were carefully evaluated with particular attention to flow instabilities for relatively low pressure gas sources. This work was followed by other experimental work not well documented leading to the development of a simple compressible flow computational model, TRIC, developed by Clark in the early 1980s [2] . In TRIC, heat transfer correlations derived by Means [3, 4] and later modified by Meyer [5] are implemented (see Clark [2] for documentation). The origin of these adjustments to the Means expressions or the data from which these adjustments are derived appears undocumented. The comparison of the TRIC results to the TPVT measurements of Libkind are reported in Clark [2] . That analysis refers to six transfers using a 201 cc supply vessel and a 14700 cc receiver but only shows results from two supply and one receiver experiment. The interpretation of the receiver record is complicated as it originates from functioning the system in reverse with the 201 cc vessel serving as the receiver. Clark concludes that the source heat transfer correlation in TRIC is sound showing two sets of data where source vessel pressures and average temperatures are well represented by TRIC calculations when using the Meyer heat transfer parameters. The results for the receiver are less conclusive with the data for one experiment showing moderately good comparison with the calculations when the heat transfer model was again modified for the "active" part of the fill.
Since the development of TRIC, Winters developed TOPAZ [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] followed by NETFLOW [11] and compared the most recent version of NETFLOW with the Libkind results and some preliminary results associated with the work presented in this report [12] .
This report presents the experimental details of seven TPVT experiments from a single source vessel into three receivers varying in volume over a factor of 100. Helium gas was used exclusively. The flow configuration is described in detail along with the data reduction methods. The TPVT data are reduced to solve for an average temperature of the gas in both supply and receiver vessels as a function of time throughout the transfer process.
This report establishes two aspects of the dual vessel flow modeling using NETFLOW that had as yet not been fully explored. First, the data and model comparison provide for validation of the source heat transfer correlation over a range of source pressures from 300 to 6000 psi. Second this report shows in a much clearer way that the receiver heat transfer correlations are indeed poor. In order to ultimately develop a model of the overall process of compressible choked flow from one vessel to another, more work will be required to properly describe the receiver characteristics. The development of new CFD models for gas transfer is discussed extensively in Part II of this report.
These data also support a follow on effort to establish the ability to directly calculate the heat transfer by way of a compressible flow 3-D Navier Stokes approach. The Sandia flow and heat transfer code, FUEGO, has undergone some modifications to attempt this task. It is hoped that, when completed, these data supply a useful start for the validation of the constitutive models contained within.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experiments consisted of conducting measurements on the transfer of gas from one vessel to another using the well-established TPVT method. The method is described in detail by Johnston [1] and others. The key to the method is to directly measure the amount of mass that has either left a supply vessel or entered a receiver over the course of time during the transfer. This can be done by abruptly stopping the flow at a number of different times during repeated identical transfers and then permitting the entire system to return to thermal and pressure equilibrium. Using suitable pressure and temperature measurement sensors along with an appropriate equation of state, the total mass in both the supply and the receiver can be calculated. By repeating a series of identical measurements varying only in the time the flow is stopped, the true mass transfer profile can be obtained. These mass transfer data can be compared with the transient vessel pressures measured at the point in time of valve closure to arrive at an average temperature for the gas in either vessel, T avg .
Apparatus
The experimental apparatus consisted of a single supply volume and three interchangeable receiver volumes. The supply was nominally 200 cc in volume and the three receivers were nominally 13000 cc, 700 cc, and 90 cc. In all configurations, the supply and receiver were connected by several small lengths of tubing and a fast acting solenoid driven ball valve. Figure  1 shows an illustration of the configuration with the 700 cc receiver. Figure 2 show s photograph of the assembly. The supply and receiver vessels and the flow path connecting them were deliberately configured in a vertical orientation in order to facilitate axisymmetric modeling of the experiment using CFD code. The predominant flow loss in the path between the supply and the receiver was a 0.020 inch diameter orifice located at the supply exit. 
Vessels
Three thick walled high pressure vessels were fabricated from 21-6-9 stainless steel and qualified for manned-use at pressures over 70 MPa. The vessels were constructed from two hemispheres and joined using a multipass IGTA weld. The vessels were equipped with a number of ports to provide access for pressure transducers as well as fill and vent tubes. The two hemispheres used to construct the 700 cc vessel are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows a photograph of four vessels with nominal volumes: 90 cc, 200cc, 600 cc (not used), and 700 cc. The 13 L vessel is a sphere that was also assembled from two stainless steel hemispheres (~ 0.5 inch thick) and is equipped with a number of access ports with standard pressure fittings. Figure  5 shows the 13L vessel in the test configuration and a photograph of the vessel alone. The volumes of all four vessels were determined using Sandia's precision volume measurement apparatus. The reported vessel volumes in Table 1 are accurate to ±0.04% [13] .
The 200 cc supply vessel remained essentially in the same configuration for all experiments. The 200 cc vessel is similar to the 700 cc and 90 cc high pressure receiver vessels with the exception that within the outlet port there is a 0.020 inch diameter orifice. As previously mentioned, the orifice functions to limit the flow rate such that the entire pressure drop in the flow occurs at this point and that any additional flow restriction originating from the tubing between the two vessels is negligible. This was done to simplify the modeling of the flow path connecting the vessels.
Valve
The solenoid-actuated valve at the center of the experiment is a ¼ turn ball valve with a 0. (approximately 2.5X the orifice area). Geometrical analysis reveals that given a 0.050 s full swing for ¼-turn of the valve, a 0.005 cm 2 passage occurs in about 2 ms, assuming the valve angular rotation rate is linear in time. The time resolution of the data acquisition was typically 1 ms/point and therefore the valve can be considered to open and close nearly instantaneously and will not be considered a factor in the subsequent analysis. Thus the overall time resolution of the experiment is on the order of a few milliseconds.
High pressure supply
All experiments were conducted using helium gas provided within the Building 966 gas system. A Hydropac compressor was used to fill the vessels for the 6000 psi and 3000 psi fill conditions.
Instrumentation
All data were recorded on Nicolet Odyssey data recorder. Pressures were measured using Teledyne Taber dynamic pressure transducers (varying Model #'s and ranges) and temperatures were measured using Omega 0.030 in Type K sheathed grounded thermocouples. The calibration of the data recorders and pressure transducers is maintained in Building 966 calibration program. The thermocouples were installed new and used "as is". Over the course of the experimental campaign a number of different pressure transducers were used to best cover the range of pressures observed during the blow down.
Volumes
Because the different experiments were conducted over a broad pressure range slightly different configurations were required and the cumulative supply and receiver volumes varied slightly. Figure 6 show a detail schematic of the various connections and Table 1 lists all of the volumes for the seven experiments addressed in this report. 
Methods
Procedures
The experiments were conducted as a series of transfers all with the same starting conditions but with different predetermined times that the transfer valve was closed. Typical data sets recorded transfers of 0.1 s to 30 s. Each time step recorded pressure in both vessels, center and near side wall temperatures in both vessel and timing fiducials when the valve arrived at the fully open or fully closed position described above. Each closure time data set was recorded with 0.001 s time resolution for a duration of 60 s to reach thermal equilibrium with the exception of the 13L receiver data which used a 0.01 s timestep.
The primary measurements taken are the initial, dynamic, and final pressures in the vessels, as well as initial and final vessel temperatures. With these measurements the amount of transferred mass at any given stopped flow time can be determined. The transient mass transferred is determined from the final pressure and temperature after permitting the pressure and temperature to equilibrate. This equilibration time was about 40 s for the smaller receiver and closer to 60s for the 13000 cc receiver. The other important measurement is the open and closure time of the valve, since the precise position of the valve is not known during the opening and closing turns. However, it is easy to use the actual data itself to determine these times. Figure 7 shows typical pressure traces for the receiver pressure in the vicinity of the initial valve opening and valve closure along with a trace from a full blowdown when there is no transient valve closure. Figure 8 shows a similar plot for the supply. Upon valve opening, it can be seen that there is approximately an 18 -21 ms delay from initial valve movement, indicated by the switch signal, until gas starts to flow and a pressure rise is observed on the receiver as well as a corresponding drop on the supply. Figure 7 also shows that on closure there is an 8 ms delay between the end of the pressure rise and full closure of the valve indicated by the closure switch dropping to zero volts. These two points, accurate to about 2-3 ms are used to determine the duration of the flow. The transient flow duration for the receiver is determined by using these observations marking initiation and cessation of flow.
Because of the experimental configuration there are additional considerations required to obtain the supply transient close pressure. The supply side of the valve has two important volumes: 1) the vessel itself (plus small volumes due to the fill tubes and pressure transducer connectors dead head volume); and 2) the 4.6 cm 3 tubing volume between the supply orifice and the ball valve. This additional volume complicates the analysis of the flow in two ways. 1) Before the valve is opened, there is about 2% of the supply gas already past the orifice and this gas flows into the receiver very quickly upon opening (see Figure 7) . This is not an especially significant problem since the data analysis method used to obtain the receiver T avg is not affected by change in flow rate. That is, the transient pressure is still accurate and the final pressure and temperatures are unaffected.
2) When the valve closes, the supply vessel upstream of the orifice and the 4.6 cm 3 of tubing downstream are not in pressure equilibrium. To rephrase, for TPVT experiments with stop times faster than about 1.5 s, the supply and the tubing volume are not at the same pressure at the instant of valve closure because the pressure drop occurs at the orifice. Gas continues to flow into the 4.6 cm 3 transfer tube volume until the pressures are equal across the orifice. For the earliest time measurements, this is as much as 30 ms. Figure 9 show this for a TPVT datum taken at 0.114 s. . This presents a problem in determining the appropriate time assigned as "valve close" from the standpoint of evaluating the transient supply pressure at closure. For the purposes of the analysis used to determine the supply closure time and the transient pressure, the "close" time and "close" pressure are taken to be when the supply tubing and supply vessel have reached equilibrium. Again, similar to the early rapid filling of the receiver, this does not affect the accuracy of the value obtained for the true mass transfer rate as a function of time. However, it does effect the evaluation of the transient T avg in the supply vessel. This approach provides a much more accurate value for the transient T avg in the supply since it is a proper evaluation of the P avg of the combined two sides of the orifice at closure. Error is introduced only by way of the heat that is transferred within the supply during these few dozen milliseconds. As can be seen for the data below, the supply heat transfer rate, even at the extreme in the transfer corresponds to less than 1 °C in 20 ms.
If this approach is not taken, and the pressure at closure is taken as the pressure indicated by the supply transducer at valve closure time, the calculated T avg for early times will appear as a physically meaningless increase in temperature as the transient P close will be actually higher than the equilibrated P final .
For illustration purposes, Figure 10 shows the pressure behavior of a typical TPVT data point. The records in the figure are taken for a 1.02 s TPVT test. The figure shows the recovery time of about 30 s from the valve closure to thermal equilibration for both the supply and receiver. 
Data reduction -calculating T avg
T avg is calculated by evaluating the amount of mass transferred at a given time of valve closure by permitting both vessels to equilibrate and then evaluating a non-ideal EOS using P final and T final and the vessel volume. Once the transferred mass is known the same EOS is used to calculate temperature in the vessel at closure using the pressure at closure in the case of the receiver or pressure at flow equilibrium for the supply tubing (discussed above).
The data are recorded as a series of individual expansions as described above in 2.2.2. Each file was digested using a data analysis procedure written in Wavemetrics Inc. IGOR Pro Data analysis application. This procedure automatically determines the time points in the transfers, extracts the transient and equilibrium data, and loads it into a convenient table that can be exported to Excel. The Excel spreadsheet is then used for calculation of T avg and checking mass balances.
As a number of the experiments are conducted at high pressure a non-ideal EOS is needed to properly evaluate the results. The best available EOS for helium is imbedded the in SNL code FILLUP based on the work of Keeton [14] . However, this EOS is in the explicit form of and cannot be algebraically converted to the form needed for this application, providing the observed final equilibrated ole quantity transferred from and . In order to use the FILLUP EOS an iterative approach is needed.
Procedure:
1) Estimate as using the Abel-Noble(AN) non-ideal gas equation of state described
(1) where = 0.002673 m 3 /kg for helium.
2 The , expansions in the FILLUP polynomials are used to get a . In principle this new , when combined with the measured and will result in a slightly different than that originally calculated using the AN EOS and the procedure could be repeated to closure. As it turns out, only this first iteration is needed even at 6000 psi where the difference between the initial and is about 1%. A second iteration is well beyond the data accuracy.
The FILLUP EOS is expressed as an expansion in (2) (3) followed by solving for a new , 3) T avg is then calculated using the AN EOS with the closure pressure and the equilibrated net mass in the vessel obtained in Step 2. Using the Fillup EOS for this step has no measureable advantage since the T avg calculation is essentially the result from the differences in pressures at closure and equilibration and the error in the EOS at comparable pressures nearly cancel. Any error introduced using this method is well below the error in the data.
Mass balance
The individual TPVT points were checked for mass balance. In most experiments with the 700 or 90 cc receivers, the deviation for initial mass to final is less than 2%. The accuracy of the overall mass balance is sensitive to the accuracy to which the excess volumes originating from flow tubing and pressure transducer on the supply assembly are known and of course the accuracy of the pressure transducers themselves. Special effort was placed on knowing these volumes accurately.
In all instances where the mass balance deviated by more than 0.3 % the characteristic of the trends all indicate systematic deviation following the behavior of the gas flow. That is, the mass error increased or decreased monotonically with the fraction of gas transferred indicating the source of error is associated with the measurement accuracy of the transducers or the total vessel volume.
The quoted error on the transducers varied to some degree from model to model, but typically the error is listed in three parts: reproducibility (0.15% FS), linearity (0.1% FS), and hysteresis (0.1 % FS). The most conservative approach is to add these three contributions together to arrive at the overall absolute error. Obviously, if a transducer is being used at only a fraction of the full scale (FS) of the sensor range the fractional error on a given measurement could be considerable. This problem is particular acute in the instance of the 200-13000 experiment where the 13000 cc vessel was equipped with a 500 psi transducer. Indeed, the mass balance on the 200-13000 experiment is poorer than the others with an observed maximum deviation of 2.7%.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
13L receiver
These were the first TPVT experiments conducted. The first experiment involved a high pressure expansion from the 200 cc supply that was originally filled to 6000 psi. The second experiment was much different. In that case, the expansion was from a 360 psi 200 cc supply into the 13 L receiver that had already been filled to 200 psi. The experiment was designed to ensure that flow to the receiver was not choked and therefore the supply depressurization would be very well characterized. For both of these experiments the data were collect at 0.010 s interval After these initial experiments it was realized that higher time resolution was desirable and all the subsequent experiments were conducted with 0.001s timestep. Figure 11 shows the transient pressures for the full expansion indicating that pressure equilibrium was reached at ~8 s. Figure 12 show the T avg TPVT results of the receiver plotted along with the thermocouples located at the center and the edge of the vessel. Thermal equilibrium is not quite achieved even though after the full 15 s experimental time the pressure differential is less than 10 psi after 8 s. Figure 13 shows the same data for the supply. The overall mass balance on this experiment was the poorest of all the experiments, with the deviation being as high as 2.75 %. Note that the dynamic measurements indicate that neither the center thermocouple nor the side thermocouple reach the T avg temperature even at maximum excursion and the center Tc is cooler than the side Tc at early time. Note too that the value of T avg does not lie between the observed near-wall and near center thermocouples. Presumably this is because the center Tc is located directly in the path of the cold jet entering the vessel and that colder fill gas has not yet reached equilibrium with the entire vessel. As the flow tapers off heat transfer at the vessel wall cools the side position but the center Tc remains at about 310K illustrating the very slow trend to full thermal equilibration. In fact the center Tc does not reach thermal equilibrium until about 60 s has elapsed (not shown).
General characteristics
The characteristics for the supply are simpler as is the flow within the vessel, with the side Tc remaining warmer than the center at all times as it is more rapidly affected by heat transfer from the wall. 
Error analysis
This experiment is unique in several ways. It represents the first set of measurements and it was not fully appreciated at the time what precision was needed for some of the procedures to obtain a good mass balance. In the instance of the 200-13000 experiment, the 13000 cc vessel was equipped with a 500 psi pressure transducer yet the maximum pressure in the experiment in the large receiver was only 82 psia. Thus, the pressure error could be as much a 0.35% of 500 psia or 1.75 psia or 2.1%. Compounding this with an error on the supply fill of as much as 0.5 % suggests that the mass balance error could be substantial. The observed maximum mass balance error of 2.6% when the gas was fully transferred to the receiver can be interpreted as mostly stemming from using the 500 psi transducer on the low end of its full scale range. The mass error associated with each data point is presented in Figure 16 . We note that the first two points at early time were recorded several weeks before the rest of the data and thus drifts and other transients associated with the instrumentation probably cause these data to appear deviated from the bulk of the data. In addition, the receiver pressure transducer was unusually noisy (a condition later resolved). In fact the pressure measurements in the receiver for the first two early time data have signal-to-noise ratios not much more than 2.
The mass balance results for the low pressure (360 psia) 13L receiver experiment are not especially relevant given that only 3% of the gas at the start of the test is in the supply. The observed mass balance error was < 0.3% and originates mostly because of thermocouple differences between the supply and the receiver. 
700 cc receiver
The 200 cc-700 cc configuration was used for three experiments with starting pressures of 300 psi, 3000 psi, and 6000 psi. The data were collected at 0.001 s intervals. Figure 17 shows the transient pressures for the 3000 psi fill for an uninterrupted blowdown into the 700 cc receiver indicating that pressure equilibrium was reached at 2.5 s. Figure 18 shows the T avg TPVT results of the receiver and supply. For this much smaller receiver thermal equilibrium is achieved after about 30 s. 
General characteristics
Mass balance
Mass balances shown in Figure 19 in the 700 cc receiver experimental set are better than for the 13000 cc receiver. Error probably stems for the same source as discussed above. However, because the pressure transducers for the receiver were better sized than for the 13000 cc data in that the final receiver pressure is closer to the full scale output of the gauge, the mass balance errors are less. 
90 cc receiver
General characteristics
Two experiments were conducted using a small 90 cc receiver: one at 3000 psi and another at 6000 psi. These experiments provide data that examines the receiver heat transfer characteristics at pressures as high as 4000 psi. Thus the combination of the three 700 cc receiver experiments and the two 90 cc experiments explore the nature of the heat transfer over a range of final gas densities in the receiver. Figure 20 shows the results of the uninterrupted transfer from 6000 psi into the 90 cc receiver. Close examination of the traces show that the supply and receiver pressure transducers differ by approximately 42 psi when the two vessels are at pressure equilibrium near 3900 psia. In this test both transducer were 10000 psi FS gages, illustrating the inherent error of nearly 0.4% between them. Figure 21 shows the results for the supply and receiver thermocouples combined with the T avg data for the TPVT measurements. The results for the 3000 psi supply experiment are similar to those presented in these figures. 
Mass balance
Mass balances in the experimental set, Figure 22 , are better than for the 13000 cc receiver and similar to those obtained in the 700 cc experiments. Note that the approximate 0.4% mass balance error is on par with the 0.4% differential in the pressure transducers at equilibrium for the 6000 psi data. 
COMPARISON WITH NETFLOW
The primary motivation behind the previously described TPVT experiments was to obtain high quality data sets that could be used to validate and improve Sandia gas transfer models. Historically these models have been zero-dimensional and one-dimensional transient network flow models. In such models reservoir and receiver volumes are modeled using single control volumes and the tubing that connects these volumes is modeled using a series or string of control volumes. Solving the tube flow problem in a network flow modeling code is equivalent to solving the one-dimensional transient compressible flow conservation equations. For high speed compressible flow with large pressure differences between vessels, network flow codes must be able to identify locations where flow choking occurs and properly limit flow velocity to the sonic value.
Sandia's first network flow code dedicated to the solution of gas transfer problems was TOPAZ (Transient One-dimensional Pipe flow AnalyZer). TOPAZ has been extensively documented (see e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). TOPAZ has been recently replaced by NETFLOW (see e.g. [11, 12] ) which utilizes an improved stiff differential-algebraic equation solver DASKR [15] for the solution of high speed compressible network flows.
Since the solution of the compressible network flow equations is restricted to zero or one dimension, correlations must be used to account for multidimensional effects. For example, frictional pressure-drop in tubing, an inherently multi-dimensional effect, is modeled using a quasi-steady correlation such as the one first proposed by Moody [16] . Similarly, multidimensional heat transfer effects in tube flow are modeled using a quasi-steady heat transfer correlation (see, e.g. Dittus and Boelter [17] ).
Correlations must also be used to describe the multi-dimensional, transient effects of heat transfer in vessels. Unfortunately, existing correlations are very limited which is why network flow models that accurately predict transfer times (times to pressure equilibrium) often over predict or under predict transient vessel temperatures and hence masses delivered.
In this section we will compare NETFLOW predictions for vessel temperatures to those measured in the seven previously described transient PVT experiments. These predictions were made using the "default" NETFLOW vessel heat transfer correlations. The correlations have not been altered to provide better agreement with the measurements. In a follow-on document [18] , Part II of this report, we will discuss improvements and limitations in the correlations and more directly address the nature of vessel heat transfer in supply vessels and receivers. We will also provide more detailed comparisons between NETFLOW predictions and the transient PVT experiments including comparisons of both pressure and temperature.
Heat transfer correlations
Detailed descriptions of the NETFLOW default heat transfer correlations are provided in Reference [19] . The reference also describes how the correlations are used in conjunction with the vessel energy equation to compute the mass averaged vessel temperature. This is the temperature measured in the TPVT experiments. For the convenience of the reader, the default NETFLOW heat transfer correlations will be briefly summarized here.
Surprisingly little research has been done to characterize the heat transfer associated with the filling and evacuation of gases from vessels. Means [3] and Means and Ulrich [4] conducted a series of experiments to develop heat transfer correlations for tank filling and evacuation. Their correlations depend on the location of the gas entrance and exit with respect to gravity, the shape of the tank, and whether or not the flow is choked at the inlet. 
and the Prandtl number, Pr is given by
and h is the heat transfer coefficient in Newton's law of cooling, D is the effective spherical diameter of the tank, d is the diameter of the inlet, k is the vessel gas thermal conductivity,  is the vessel gas dynamic viscosity, i  is the gas density at the inlet, It should be pointed out that the Means and Ulrich correlation for forced convection was developed from measurements in which the inlet vessel flow was choked with properties that were constant in time. For Sandia applications, receiver inlet flow chokes and unchokes over time and properties vary considerably. Means and Ulrich used the constants 22 and 0.632 for a and b respectively. In NETFLOW the default value of the constant a was changed to 3.6. The Rayleigh number, Ra in the free convection correlation is given by
where Gr is the Grashof number, g is the gravitational constant and  , the volume expansivity is given by 11
for an Abel-Noble gas. In the Rayleigh number definition T is the vessel mass averaged gas temperature, w T is the wall temperature. The constant B in Eq. (16) is the Abel-Noble gas constant.
For vessels that act as supplies, interior flow velocities are negligible except for the small region just upstream of the exit. Hence the heat transfer is assumed to be governed solely by free convection. For vessels acting as receivers, multidimensional CFD calculations show (see e.g. Reference [18] ) that during the initial injection the incoming jet stagnates against the opposite vessel wall and creates significant forced convection shear flows along the vessel wall. As pressure equilibrium is approached these flows diminish in strength and the dominant mode of heat transfer transitions to free convection. For vessels acting as receivers NETFLOW assumes the following model for heat transfer:
where Nu forced is given by Equation (6) and Nu free is given by Equation (5) and the constants given in Equations (13) and (14) .
Once the vessel heat transfer Nusselt number is determined, NETFLOW computes the vessel heat transfer with Newton's law of cooling using the heat transfer coefficient
where D, the characteristic dimension, is the diameter of an "equivalent" spherical vessel. For vessels that are not spherical, D is calculated from the tank volume, V using the following expression:
Model-data comparisons
In the model-data comparisons that follow (Figures 23-29 ) all transfers were made from a 200 cc (nominal) supply volume. The receiver volume and the initial supply pressures were varied to capture a range of vessel heat transfer situations.
Figures 23-25 illustrate the influence of initial supply pressure level on the transfer between a 200 cc nominal supply and a 700 cc nominal receiver. Supply pressures for Figures 23, 24 , and 25 were 300, 3000 and 6000 psi respectively (nominal values). Higher initial supply pressures result in larger transient temperature excursions for both the supply and the receiver. This expected and observed trend is well replicated by the NETFLOW models. Predicted temperature transients for the supply are in excellent agreement with the measurements. The timing and magnitude of the minimum supply temperature spike and the recovery back to ambient temperature are accurately reproduced by NETFLOW. Predictions for the receiver are more qualitative. With the current default receiver heat transfer model, the peak temperature in the receiver is consistently over predicted although the time required for the decay back to ambient temperature is in good agreement with the measurements at later times. Figure 25 (both 6000 psi nominal supply pressure). Although it is not evident from looking at temperature transients, reducing the receiver size from 700 to 90 cc reduces the transfer time to pressure equilibrium from approximately 2 seconds to 0.5 seconds. This is true for both the 3000 and 6000 psi supply. Reducing the receiver size reduces the pressure change in the supply and results in a corresponding smaller drop in the supply transient temperature. Conversely, reducing the receiver size increases the pressure change in the receiver resulting in a correspondingly higher transient temperature spike. This behavior is observed in the experiments and is predicted by the modeling. As was the case for the comparisons in Figures  23-25 , the comparisons shown in Figures 26 and 27 show that the supply temperature transient is well replicated by the modeling while the receiver prediction is more qualitative with the early temperature spike being over predicted. Figures 28 and 29 illustrate the influence of using a large receiver volume, in this case 13 liters (13,000 cc). Figure 28 shows temperature transients for a high pressure ratio transfer (6000:14.7) in which a large portion of the transfer takes place with choked flow at the orifice. Choked flow was also present in all the comparisons previously discussed (i.e. Figures 23-27) . The model-data comparison in Figure 29 shows temperature transients for a low pressure ratio transfer (350:200) in which no choking occurs. (For choking to occur in this test the initial supply pressure would have to be increased to at least 410 psi while keeping the initial receiver pressure at 200 psi.) . In each comparison the measured supply temperature transient is well predicted by the model. Once again the spike in receiver temperature is over predicted by the model in the high pressure ratio transfer. The increase in receiver temperature for the low pressure ratio test (Figure 29 ) is quite small and scatter in the data makes it difficult to make a judgment on the accuracy of the prediction. The small temperature rise in the receiver is due to the fact that a relatively small amount of gas was added to the receiver during the transfer.
The tests shown in Figures 28 and 29 were among some of the first transient PVT tests conducted. For the test depicted in Figure 28 , uncertainty exists in identifying the representative starting supply and receiver temperatures. Not all transient PVT tests were started from the same temperature (supply T = 30 ±1.7 °C) and as previously stated the precision of the pressure measurement is in question. This explains why the predicted temperatures actually cross each other at 12 seconds. The model assumed that the starting receiver temperature was several degrees lower than the supply temperature. The receiver temperature data scatter in Figure 29 is also attributable to the fact that this was an early test in which the experimental technique was being developed and perfected. Despite the experimental uncertainties, these two data sets are extremely valuable since they reinforce our understanding of vessel heat transfer. 
Modeling summary
The model-data comparsions discussed in this chapter show that for montonic supply blowdowns the nominal vessel heat transfer model is quite accurate. This model is based on the assumption that heat transfer in the supply is governed by free convection. The leading coefficients in the laminar and turbulent free convection heat transfer correlations used in NETFLOW are approximately 20% greater than those previously reported by others ( see e.g. [2, 3] ).
The default NETFLOW heat transfer model for receivers needs more work. Peak temperature spikes are consistently over predicted although the temperature decay back to ambient is fairly well predicted by the model. The receiver model is based on two modes of heat transfer, a forced convection mode that dominates during the early portion of the injection when the flow is pressure driven and a free convection mode identical to that used for the supply.
The transient PVT data presented in this document are currently being used to improve the NETFLOW receiver heat transfer model. These improvements and a more detailed discussion of modeling and the nature of vessel heat transfer are contained in the follow-on document [18] .
CONCLUSION
A series of high pressure vessel-to-vessel gas transfers were conducted using Transient PVT methodology to determine dynamic mass-averaged vessel temperatures and to provide data sets to validate CFD and network flow models. Models developed for gas transfer must account for vessel heat transfer in order to accurately predict masses transferred. To date, the modeling approach has been to use correlations established several decades ago that relate the spatially averaged Nusselt number to flow parameters and some geometrical factors via relatively simple expressions.
The experiments consisted of different pressurized fill quantities for a single 200 cc source vessel rapidly blowing down into three different receiver vessels ranging in volume. Specifically, the receiver volumes were 90 cc, 700 cc, and 13000 cc nominally. Several initial pressures were examined. The transient PVT data were reduced to quantify the mass transferred as a function of time. In turn, the transient mass averaged temperature, T avg , for both the receiver and the 200 cc supply vessel was calculated from the transient mass, transient pressure, known volumes, and a real-gas EOS. The results are compared with those calculated from NETFLOW using baseline heat transfer correlations.
The comparisons show that the simple heat transfer correlations for the supply vessel in which the internal flow velocities are very small appears work very well. The transient T avg for the supply was well represented in all cases over the entire transfer time including the thermal equilibration time that occurs subsequent to the system achieving pressure equilibrium. However, the results show that the correlation on the receiver side of the event do not properly capture the early time heat transfer from the gas. In all cases, the model tended to over predict T avg and therefore did not capture the highly transient and spatially nonuniform nature of the receiver heat transfer at early times in the fill.
This work has been conducted in conjunction with a 3-Dimensional Navier-Stokes modeling project using the ASC code FUEGO. Results from that modeling effort and improvements to the NETFLOW heat transfer correlations will be presented in a subsequent report titled "Comparisons of High Pressure Transient PVT Measurements and Model Predictions -Part II".
